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A closed-loop local-global integrated hierarchical estimator (CLGIHE) approach for object tracking using multiple cameras is
proposed. The Kalman filter is used in both the local and global estimates. In contrast to existing approaches where the local
and global estimations are performed independently, the proposed approach combines local and global estimates into one for
mutual compensation. Consequently, the Kalman-filter-based data fusion optimally adjusts the fusion gain based on environment
conditions derived from each local estimator. The global estimation outputs are included in the local estimation process. Closed-
loop mutual compensation between the local and global estimations is thus achieved to obtain higher tracking accuracy. A set of
image sequences from multiple views are applied to evaluate performance. Computer simulation and experimental results indicate
that the proposed approach successfully tracks objects.
1. Introduction
Visual object tracking is an important issue in computer
vision. It has applications in many fields, including visual
surveillance, human behavior analysis, maneuvering target
tracking, and traﬃc monitoring. The two main types of
visual tracking algorithms are target representation and
localization algorithms and filtering and data association
algorithms [1]. For target representation and localization
algorithms, tracking a moving object typically involves
matching objects in consecutive frames using features such as
edge, region, shape, texture, position, and color. Comaniciu
et al. [1] presented a kernel-based framework for tracking
nonrigid objects. The mean shift algorithm [2] uses the
repeated movement of data points to the sample means. The
mean shift algorithm is shown to have eﬀective computation
and good tracking performance, but it tends to converge to
a local maximum. For filtering and data association algo-
rithms, the state estimation method is used for modeling the
dynamic system of visual tracking. The state space approach
recursively estimates the state vector in two consecutive
stages: prediction and updating. In the prediction step, the
prior estimate of the current state is derived using a dynamic
equation. In the updating step, the posterior estimate of
the state is updated based on measurements. A state space
approach which incorporates measurements into existing
object tracks within the framework of Kalman filtering was
developed in [3]. Cui et al. [4] presented a laser-based dense
crowd tracking method. Particle filters, which are based on
the Monte Carlo integration method for implementing a
recursive Bayesian filter, have also been proposed [5, 6].
The key idea is to represent the required posterior estimate
by a set of random samples with associated weights. A
particle filter can eﬀectively deal with clutter and ambiguous
situations. However, if the dimension of the state vector is
high, a particle filter has a very large computational cost [7–
9]. Cheng and Hwang [10] combined a Kalman filter with
particle sampling for multiple-object video tracking.
In the tracking procedure, once measurements are
received, data association must be applied to determine
the exact relationship between measurements and predicted
objects. Several algorithms have been developed for data
association, such as probabilistic data association (PDA) and
joint probabilistic data association (JPDA) [11]. The PDA
approach for multitarget tracking, presented by Kershaw and
Evans [12], reduces the complexity associated with more
sophisticated algorithms by focusing on a few most likely
hypotheses.
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O1∼O7 = Observation positions
P1, P2, P3 = Predicted target positions
Figure 2: Relationship between predicted objects and measure-
ments based on the gating technique.
Occlusion is considered an essential challenge in tracking
moving objects. Consequently, a number of recent studies
have used multiple views to handle occlusion [13–19]. In
[13], a recursive algorithm for stereo was developed. The
scheme uses an extended Kalman filter to recursively estimate
3D motion and the depth of moving objects. In [14], a
discrete relaxation approach for reducing the intrinsic com-
binatorial complexity was introduced. The algorithm uses
prior knowledge from 2D tracking of each view to obtain
real-time 3D tracking. Hu et al. [15] proposed a framework
for tracking multiple people about uncalibrated occlusion
reasoning. Khan and Shah [16] presented a tracking system
based on the field of views (FOVs) of multiple cameras.
Another 3D object tracking method that uses multiple




































Figure 3: Comparison of the position and velocity errors between
proposed method and Austere fusion method.
a particle-based framework for single-object tracking with
occlusions in a camera network. This approach requires
prior knowledge of the environment and the FOV of each
camera for estimating the likelihood of whether the object
will be occluded from the view of a camera. Furthermore,
they did not address the issue of data fusion. Multiple-view
data fusion systems have been investigated in several studies
[20, 21].
Several studies on hierarchical data fusion [22–26] have
also been conducted. Majji et al. [22] presented an algorithm




















































Figure 4: Comparison of global and local 3D estimation errors.
using centralized hierarchical fusion. However, the system
does not provide feedback to the local filters for modifying
their estimate. As such, their approach cannot achieve truly
local-global integration to obtain highly accurate estimate.
Ajgl et al. [23] discussed various fusion approaches and
showed that hierarchical fusion with Millman’s formula
has the best performance. Wang et al. [24] developed a
two-stage hierarchical framework with partial feedback and
applied it to compressed video. Local estimators consist of
motion, color, and face detectors. However, the measure-
ments of some local estimates in this scheme are not always
available due to intracoded frame prediction. Strobel et al.
[25] presented a joint audio-video object tracking method
based on decentralized Kalman filters. The front end local
estimation uses two Kalman filters, one to track objects based
on video and the other to track objects based on audio.
The results are then passed through two inverse Kalman
filters to obtain measurements, which are applied to another
Kalman filter for global fusion to obtain the final tracking
result. Due to the use of both Kalman filtering and inverse
Kalman filtering, the method is relatively time consuming.
Furthermore, it is designed as an open-loop mechanism
and thus mutual compensation between the global and local
estimates cannot be achieved. Medeiros et al. [26] proposed





























Figure 5: Simulation results of tracking.
(sensor) network for object tracking. In their approach,
sensors that detect the same object are grouped into a cluster
and the information sensed from each individual sensor in
the cluster is sent to the cluster head for aggregation by a
Kalman filter. The Kalman filter is divided into blocks to
improve the computation eﬃciency. An innovative protocol
procedure between individual sensors and the cluster head
was developed. However, how to improve the tracking eﬃ-
ciency through a local-global hierarchical fusion mechanism
was not discussed.
In contrast to existing approaches, the present study
proposes a closed-loop local-global integrated hierarchical
estimator (CLGIHE) for object tracking using multiple
cameras. The Kalman filter is used to combine the local and
global estimates into one estimate for mutual compensation
since it can be eﬃciently integrated into a hierarchical
fusion algorithm. The local estimate is input into the
global fusion and the obtained global estimate is fed back
to the local estimator to achieve iterative optimization-
based improvement in both local and global estimates.
The local and global estimates are combined into one
estimate using the derived equations. The global estimate
includes the covariance (environment conditions) from all
the local estimators in the derived global fusion equations
in the adjustment of fusion gain for dynamically adjusting




Figure 6: Configuration of the tracking system in the experiment.
the tracking in the optimal estimate. Mutual compensation
between the local and global estimates is thus achieved to
obtain more accurate position estimation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a brief overview of the proposed system. The
proposed object tracking with hierarchical estimation is
described in Section 3. The simulation and experimental
results of the proposed approach are described in Section 4.
Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 5.
2. System Overview
The proposed hierarchical tracking system (CLGIHE) con-
sists of Local Estimator and Global Estimator, as shown
in Figure 1. Local Estimator uses data association and the
Kalman filter for estimating the 3D position of the object
using a camera pair. It should be noted that in the system,
every two cameras are considered to be a camera pair.
Given 2D images and the camera matrices, the positions
of 3D points are computed using the triangulation method
presented in [27].
Global Estimator performs data fusion of the estimates
obtained by Local Estimator to obtain more accurate 3D
global estimates. Object tracking is achieved primarily
using measurements received from local estimates that
are integrated using a data fusion algorithm to form the
global estimate. The fusion algorithm concludes the result
considering that diﬀerent local estimators have diﬀerent
reliability to achieve the best estimation result. Therefore,
it can provide increased robustness and accurate estimates.
After the global estimate is produced, the estimated 3D
position of the tracking object is fed back to local filters for
modifying the estimated states.
Suppose that there are N camera pairs and a total
of L objects in the system. In the system, the local and
global estimates are modeled in world coordinates, whereas
3D measurements are reconstructed by each camera pair.
The motion segmentation approach is used in each image
plane, for example, background subtraction is used to
detect a moving object to obtain a measurement for the
local estimate. After the measurement has been recon-
structed and assigned to the local estimator, the state
estimate is performed for the local filter with the measure-
ment.
The following nomenclature is used throughout this
study: xi denotes local estimate, “̂” denotes estimate, “super
T” denote transpose, “−” denotes the a priori estimate,
“+” denotes the a posteriori estimate, pi denotes the local
covariance matrix, ki denotes the Kalman gain of the local
estimate, X, P, and K denote the global estimate, the
covariance matrix, and the Kalman gain, respectively, In
denotes an n×n identity matrix, and n denotes the dimension
of state vector xi.
3. Proposed Hierarchical Estimator for
Object Tracking
The algorithm for CLGIHE is described in this section.
The basic idea of the proposed fusion algorithm with a
hierarchical estimation approach is to combine local and
global estimates for object tracking. The local predictor pro-
duces a 3D position estimate based on the local information
perceived by a camera pair. The local estimate results are then
sent to the global estimator to generate a global estimate of
the object.
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Figure 7: 3D tracking results for sequence 1. (a) Global estimate, (b) Kim’s fusion, (c) Austere’s fusion, (d)–(f) local estimates. (g) Ground
truth.
3.1. Local Estimate. The local estimate is computed by the
Kalman filters from measurements obtained by a camera
pair. Let xi be the estimated state vector in the ith Kalman
filter at step k given by:
xi(k) =
[
xi(k) x˙i(k) yi(k) y˙i(k) zi(k) z˙i(k)
]T
, (1)
where [xi(k) yi(k) zi(k)] and [x˙i(k) y˙i(k) z˙i(k)] rep-
resent the position and velocity of the tracked object, respec-
tively. The Kalman-filter-based local estimate is modeled as
xi(k + 1) = fi(k)xi(k) + gi(k)wi(k), (2)
where xi(k+1) and xi(k) are the state vectors at time k+1 and
k, respectively, which is the number of camera pairs since one
Kalman filter is used for each local estimate from two camera
views, and fi(k) and gi(k) are the state transition and noise
coupling matrices, respectively. The system noise, wi(k),
associated with the moving object at frame k is assumed
to be white Gaussian noise distributed with zero mean and
covariance matrix qi(k).
The measurement equation can be expressed as
yi(k) = hi(k)xi(k) + vi(k), (3)
where the measurement yi(k) is formed by a pair of image
positions of the ith local estimator at time k, hi(k) is
the observation matrix of the filter i, and vi(k) is the
measurement error, which is assumed to be white Gaussian
noise with zero mean and covariance matrix ri(k).
According to the dynamic system defined in (2) and (3),
the solution of the Kalman filter for this model for each
camera pair i is given by the state prediction in [3].
The updating step is expressed as






p+i (k) = [In − ki(k)hi(k)]p−i (k), (5)
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Figure 8: 3D tracking results for sequence 2. (a) Global estimate (b) Kim’s fusion (c) Austere’s fusion (d)–(f) local estimates (g) Ground
truth.
where x̂−i (k) = fi(k)x̂+i (k − 1) and
p−i (k) = fi(k)p+i (k − 1)fTi (k) + gi(k)qi(k)gTi (k). (6)
This process is repeated iteratively at each time instant in
all the local tracking processes. The iteration generates one
instant-time estimate and the system iteratively updates the
estimate.
3.2. Data Association. In a state estimation algorithm, one
important procedure is data association, which can be used
to determine the relationship between measurements and
existing objects. Data association usually consists of two
procedural steps: gating and correlation computation logic.
If more than one measurement exists, the data association
technique can be used to reduce the number of measure-
ments. Figure 2 shows a typical gate diagram, which consists
of three objects, P1, P2, and P3. In this figure, there are
three objects and seven observations. The gating technique is
applied to eliminate the least probable observations, such as
O6 and O7. Then, O1, O2, O3, O4, and O5 measurements,
whose association with the objects has to be determined,
remain. A suboptimal Bayesian approach, denoted as 1-
step conditional maximum likelihood, is applied to deter-
mine the association between the remaining measurements
and the objects. For the above equations, let si(k) =
hi(k)p−i (k)h
T
i (k) + ri(k) be the residual covariance matrix,
and y˜i(k) = yi(k) − hi(k)x̂−i (k) the measurement residual
vector at time k. In each local estimator, 1-step conditional
maximum likelihood is used to obtain the state estimate
x̂+i (k) from all the valid measurements. The Gaussian












where |si(k)| is the determinant of |si(k)|. Since one object
may be observed by several local filters, generating multiple
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Figure 9: 3D tracking results for sequence 3. (a) Global estimate, (b) Kim’s fusion, (c) Austere’s fusion, (d)–(f) local estimates, (g) Ground
truth.
estimates, the local estimates are sent to the global estimate
to obtain a fused final result.
3.3. Global Estimate with Data Fusion. The global esti-
mate is composed of the information integrated from
the local estimators for tracking and identification. The
estimated state of the object at time k is X(k), where
X(k) = [X(k) X˙(k) Y(k) Y˙(k) Z(k) Z˙(k)]T contains
the object position [X(k) Y(k) Z(k)] and velocity [X˙(k)
Y˙(k) Z˙(k)]. The discrete-time global dynamic and meas-
urement models of the tracking object are, respectively,
defined as
X(k + 1) = F(k)X(k) +G(k)W(k),



















⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N ,
(9)
where N is the total number of measurements obtained from
N local estimators for the tracked object. The system noise,
W(k), associated with the moving object at step k is assumed
to be white Gaussian noise distributed with zero mean
and covariance matrix Q(k). C(k) is the global observation
matrix, andV(k) is the measurement error, which is assumed
to be white Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance
matrix R(k).
In order to determine the relationship between the local
estimate and global estimate, mapping matrix M j,i(k) is
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Table 1: Average geometric error for test sequences.
Sequence Average geometric error (pixels)




defined. Let M j,i(k) be the mapping matrix of the object j




I6, jth object is seen by camera pair i,
06, otherwise,
(10)
where I6 is a 6-by-6 identity matrix, 06 is a 6-by-6 matrix of
zeros, j = 1, 2, . . . ,L, and i = 1, 2, . . . ,N .
The proposed data fusion algorithm in the tracking
system is applied to combine the local estimate with mapping
matrix M j,i(k). Thus, recording the output of the local
estimators and M j,i(k) to form global measurement, matrix
C(k) is expressed as
Ci(k) = hi(k)M j,i(k), i = 1, 2, . . . ,N. (11)
If object j is seen by camera pair i in the local estimate,
the output of the local estimate is fed into the global estimate
with global estimate matrix Ci(k) = hi(k). Otherwise, there
is no need to be updated for none measurement provided.
In order to derive the estimation algorithm, local esti-
mates are combined to form the global estimate. The goal is
to compute X̂(k) in each time step. The global estimate, X̂(k),
for a tracking object can be computed with the Kalman filter
as








Table 2: Average MSE for test sequences.
Method
Sequence
Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Sequence 3
Proposed 12.9327 13.2828 13.5486
Kim 13.0883 13.3073 13.5314
Austere 13.1239 13.5741 13.8357
Local 1 14.4163 14.6282 15.9262
Local 2 14.4579 15.9337 16.7499
Local 3 13.9209 13.4702 13.8708

















The global priori estimate and its prediction error covariance
are computed as
X̂−(k) = F(k)X̂+(k − 1). (15)
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Then, combining (12) and (15), the global estimate for
the object becomes












The local estimates are combined to produce the global
estimate, X̂+(k). The local estimates are computed by the
Kalman filters and rearranged as
x̂+i (k) = ai(k)x̂+i (k − 1) + ki(k)yi(k), (18)
where
ai(k) = [I− ki(k)hi(k)]fi(k). (19)
By rewriting (18), one can obtain
ki(k)yi(k) = x̂+i (k)− ai(k)x̂+i (k − 1). (20)
Let Φi(k) = P+(k)−1MTj,i(k)p+i (k), where Φi(k) can be
considered as the adjusting factor between the local and
global error covariance. Then, in the global estimate,
Ki(k)Yi(k) = Φi
{
x̂+i (k)− ai(k)x̂+i (k − 1)
}
(21)
Therefore, the final result of the global estimate for the
tracking object, X̂+(k), in (16) is






x̂+i (k)− ai(k)x̂+i (k − 1)
]






SI+(k) = A(k)X̂+(k − 1)− B(k)
N∑
i=1
ti(k)x̂+i (k − 1),
ti(k) = Φi(k)ai(k).
(23)
The global estimate X̂+(k) is fed back to local filters for
improving the local estimates using
x̂+i (k) = X̂+(k), i = 1, 2, . . . ,N. (24)
In summary, each local estimate, x̂+i (k), is computed by each
local estimator using (4) and then all local estimates are sent
to the global estimator. The global estimate, X̂+(k) in (22),
is obtained after performing the data fusion process in the
global estimator. The global estimate X̂+(k) is then sent to
each local estimator to update the estimate of the local state
vector. When the global estimate is fed back, M j,i(k) can be
determined.
4. Experimental Results
To evaluate performance, the proposed CLGIHE algorithm
was compared with Austere’s method and Kim’s method [28]
using computer simulation and real image sequences. Since
Austere’s method and Kim’s method use the fusion method
without specifying the local filters, to provide an accurate
comparison, the Kalman filter was used as the local filter for
Austere’s fusion and Kim’s fusion algorithms.
In the simulation, the state noise, measurement noise,
and 3D object positions were created using synthetic data
generators. The measurement data were obtained via a
homogeneous transformation of the two-camera model in
addition to measurement errors. Kalman filters were used to
estimate the local state vectors. Once the measurement data
was received, the corresponding probability was calculated
based on each hypothesis. The conditional estimate of the
object states was evaluated and combined with the individual
estimate for each hypothesis, weighted by the corresponding
probability function. The performance of multiple-view
tracking was simulated under epipolar geometry.
After several Monte Carlo runs, the results of position
and velocity errors for the proposed method and Austere’s
method were obtained. A comparison is shown in Figure 3.
The horizontal axis indicates the tracking steps, and the
vertical axis indicates the position or velocity errors. The
position and velocity errors are defined as the mean squared
errors. The results indicate that the proposed method has
lower MSE values than those of Austere’s method. The
average MSE values for the proposed method and Austere’s
fusion method are 4.4750 and 4.8893, respectively.
In order to determine the eﬀect of global fusion, the
proposed system’s performance was measured with and
without global fusion. Figures 4(a)–4(c) show the 3D
estimation error comparisons between the global estimator
and three local estimators (local 1, local 2, and local 3).
The global estimator has lower MSE values than those of
each of the three local estimators. The average MSE values
obtained for local 1, local 2, and local 3 are 4.7982, 5.0101,
and 4.8596, respectively, whereas that for the global estimator
is 4.4750. The performance in terms of measured positions
of the object compared with the ground truth is shown in
Figure 5. The results show that the estimates of x, y, and z
coordinates are close to those of the object trajectory.
The performance of the proposed algorithm was also
evaluated using real image sequences. In order to show the
performance in real situations, three fixed calibrated digital
cameras were set up to track people who were moving
outdoors. Figure 6 shows the configuration of the tracking
system in the experiment. The test image sequences have
an image size of 640 × 480 pixels. All the image sequences
were taken with calibrated cameras. At each local estimator,
a 3D state vector is determined based on the reconstruction
of the camera pair. Every two views form a camera pair
and are applied to a local estimator for observations.
The direct linear transform (DLT) [27] is adopted as the
reconstruction method for each camera pair. To evaluate
the accuracy of reconstruction, the geometric error [29]
is used for measuring the results. The geometric error is
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the sum of the projection error in each camera view for a
pair of correspondence points. Before the experiment, a self-
made calibrated board was used for camera calibration. The
calibration uses a set of control points whose coordinates
are already known. Then, several reconstructions and re-
projections are used to tune the camera matrices by adjusting
geometric error.
When the objects are occluded, observations are unavail-
able. If there is no measurement to obtain, the object is seen
by neither camera. In this situation, the local predicted state
is not updated until new observations are generated and the
global estimate is updated using only available camera pairs.
In the initial step of the experiment, the local and global
estimators were initialized, and background subtraction [30]
was used to separate the moving foreground objects. The
measurement of the local estimator was obtained from two
camera views, that is, a camera pair. The local estimate
performed its Kalman filter with the estimated state and the
Kalman gain was updated. Each output of the local estimator
was sent to the global estimator. The global estimator and
estimated 3D positions of the tracked object were computed
using (22).
For evaluation, three sequences, for which sample images
are shown in the three rows of Table 1, were used for the
test. The 3D tracking results obtained for the person wearing
blue clothes (sequence 1) are shown in Figure 7(a). For
comparison, the results obtained with Kim’s fusion and
Austere’s fusion algorithms are shown in Figures 7(b) and
7(c), respectively. The average MSE values for the proposed
method, Kim’s fusion, and Austere’s fusion are 12.9327,
13.0883, and 13.1239, respectively, (see Table 2). Results
show that the proposed method has lower MSE values than
those of the other fusion methods. To show the fusion
eﬀect, the results obtained from local estimates are shown in
Figures 7(d)–7(f). The average MSE values for the three local
estimates are 14.4163, 14.4579, and 13.9209, respectively, (see
Table 2). The results were also evaluated by mapping the
obtained 3D positions onto 2D image planes for comparison.
The average errors in the x- and y-directions are listed in the
last column of the first row in Table 1.
Similarly, the obtained 3D tracking results for sequence
2 and sequence 3 are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.
The average errors in the x- and y-directions of the projected
2D images are shown in the last column of the second and
the third row in Table 1, respectively. The MSE values of 3D
positions obtained using the proposed approach, Austere’s
method, Kim’s method, and the three local estimators for
sequence 2 and sequence 3 are listed in Table 2.
5. Conclusion
A closed-loop local-global integrated hierarchical estimator
(CLGIHE) approach was proposed for object tracking using
multiple cameras. CLGIHE adopts the Kalman filter to
build an integrated hierarchical fusion estimator because
it allows the local and global estimates to be combined
into one estimate for mutual compensation. Compared to
existing multiple-camera Kalman-filter-based object track-
ing approaches, CLGIHE has the following advantages.
Firstly, it is implemented with a feedback loop to achieve
iterative optimization-based improvement from both the
local and global mutual compensation. Secondly, local and
global estimates are integrated into one estimate to allow the
optimal adjustment of the fusion gain based on environment
conditions from each local estimator to obtain accurate and
smooth tracking results. The simulation and experimental
results show that the proposed algorithm is capable of
tracking objects in various situations. Moreover, the data
fusion algorithm applied to the multiple-view images reduces
the probability of misdetection.
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